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Abstract
Computational models and simulation algorithms are commonly
applied tools in biological sciences. Among those, discrete stochastic
models and stochastic simulation proved to be able to effectively cap-
ture the effects of intrinsic noise at molecular level, improving over
deterministic approaches when system dynamics is driven by a limited
amount of molecules. A challenging task that is offered to researchers
is then the analysis and ultimately the inference of knowledge from a
set of multiple, noisy, simulated trajectories. We propose in this paper
a method, based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA), to auto-
matically analyze multiple output traces of stochastic simulation runs.
ICA is a statistical technique for revealing hidden factors that underlie
sets of signals. Its applications span from digital image processing,
to audio signal reconstruction and economic indicators analysis. Here
we propose the application of ICA to identify and describe the noise
in time-dependent evolution of biochemical species and to extract ag-
gregate knowledge on simulated biological systems. We present the
results obtained with the application of the proposed methodology on
the well-known MAPK cascade system, which demonstrate the abil-
ity of the proposed methodology to decompose and identify the noisy
components of the evolution. Quantitative descriptions of the noise
component can be further analytically characterized by a simple first
order autoregressive model.
1 Introduction and motivations
The study of biological systems through discrete state-space stochastic mod-
els is a powerful tool that provides a rigorous conceptual framework for cap-
turing in unambiguous executable format the available information, deter-
mining dynamic evolution and predicting the observed behavior of biological
systems under diseases scenarios, mutations or drug induced perturbations.
Since the pioneering work of Gillespie in 1976 [9], a number of different
software packages have been developed and made available to the research
community for the definition and solution of computational models that are
amenable to analytical and simulation type of analysis. These tools com-
plement the classical computational approaches in biology, mostly based
on deterministic continuous abstractions characterizing system dynamics in
terms of ordinary differential equations [11, 14], and use various types of
specification languages, such as process algebras [8], chemical reactions [14],
membrane systems [21], Petri nets [20], PEPA nets [4]. They allow encod-
ing in a highly expressive and user-friendly way the stochastic process that
dynamically reproduces the evolution of the modeled biological system over
time.
If considerable effort is being put on the definition and implementation of
conceptual modeling approaches aiming at minimizing the complexity of the
modeling step, much less work has been done on supporting the quantitative
analysis of models. In this respect, it must be observed that solution via
simulation plays a major role, and that the analysis of the simulated time-
courses of biological systems can be quite a cumbersome task. The main
reason of the analysis complexity is found in the noise introduced by the
randomness of event occurrence times, which turns out in noisy trajectories
across the state space. Multiple simulation runs of the same stochastic model
return different trajectories. In some cases, especially when the abundances
of entities in the model is limited, the stochastic fluctuations may have
a magnitude that makes difficult to distinguish by inspection the average
behavior of the system.
The classical approach to extrapolating the average behavior of the sys-
tem from a set of simulated trajectories requires performing a statistical
analysis on the dataset, to estimate the average values of the measures of
interest together with confidence intervals [23, 1]. It is interesting to notice
that only few tools proposed for system biology provide a support for au-
tomating such multi-run statistical analysis of stochastic simulation output,
which, in our opinion, demonstrates a limited adoption of the stochastic
simulation approach for biology.
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In this paper we are concerned with a novel approach to the automatic
aggregation of multiple simulated trajectories of biological systems. We
propose a method, based on a statistical analysis technique called Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA, hereafter), which takes as an input a
dataset of simulated trajectories. We base our method on the assumption
that it is possible to decompose the information contained in the dataset
into two distinct components, which can be regarded as independent ones.
The first component represents the major mode of behavior of the system,
largely corresponding to the average trajectory, and the second one repre-
sents the noise. These two components are obviously intertwined in the
original dataset, and the ICA is able to disentangle and provide them as an
output.
Hence, the contribution offered by this paper is found in the application
of an existing statistical technique to the analysis of simulation traces output
of stochastic simulators. We show, through the application to the well-
known biological case study of the MAPK signaling cascade [15], the insights
that can be obtained with the proposed methodology. We remark the fact
that the ICA-based analysis we propose is generally applicable, can be easily
implemented and that libraries are freely available for this task. We also
show how the a posteriori knowledge obtained through the ICA technique
can be used to build a simple statistical model of the system. This model
is able to describe the trajectories of the system and to generate synthetic
ones at a limited computational cost. This high-level modeling step is made
possible by the particular characterization of the noise returned by ICA, and
offers an advantage over the classical multi-run statistical averaging.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
present the main concept underlying the ICA technique, and in Section 3 we
describe how ICA can be applied to the analysis of multiple traces output of
stochastic simulators. An example of application is presented in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are provided in Section
5.
2 Independent Component Analysis
In this section we introduce the Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
technique, highlighting its main objectives, input required, and the output
it provides. ICA is a member of the class of blind source separation methods.
Blind source (or signal) separation consists of recovering unobserved signals
(the sources) from several observed mixtures, i.e. the composed signals [3].
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More precisely, these methods attempt to recover the original source signals
and to statistically characterize the mixing solely from the measurements
of their mixtures. The term “blind” refers to the facts that there is no a
priori information on the original signals, and there is no a priori information
about the way they are mixed.
ICA, originally presented by Comon in 1994 [5], overcomes this lack of
prior knowledge by making an assumption on the sources: they are statis-
tically independent. In this model the independent components are latent
variables, meaning that they cannot be observed directly. Central to ICA
is then the assumption that the observed signals are mixtures of different
underlying independent physical processes. In our context, independence
between two processes means that the knowledge of one of them does not
provide us any information for predicting the other. ICA approaches have
been successfully applied to several domains: image processing [19], audio
signal separation [7] and biomedical applications [17, 16].
Within the simple noiseless linear model let us assume we observe n
mixtures x1, x2, . . . , xn of h source signals s1, s2, . . . , sh (the independent
components), and that the following mixing relationship holds:
x = A · s (1)
where A is the unknown mixing matrix. The statistical model in equation
(1) is called ICA model. If A were known, and if it were a non-singular
matrix, we could solve equation (1) to get the exact form of the original
signals as s = A−1x. However, as this is not the case, we can apply ICA to
get a matrixW and an estimate y of the original signals as much statistically
independent as possible, such that y =W T ·x. We describe in the following
section possible ways in which an ICA model can be estimated.
2.1 ICA model estimation
More than a single algorithmic approach, ICA represents indeed a general
framework for dealing with the decomposition of various kinds of mixtures
into maximally independent components. In fact, there exist different meth-
ods for estimating an ICA model. The most commonly used are methods
based on measures of non-gaussianity, but methods based on the maximum
likelihood and mutual information have been proposed as well.
Methods that use measures of non-gaussianity stem from the hypothesis
that no more than one of the sources is Gaussian. In fact, if multiple sources
are gaussian ICA cannot be applied [13]. It can be shown [13] that maxi-
mizing the non-gaussianity of wT · x (where wT denotes one row of matrix
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W T ) would result in identification of one independent component. Thus,
it becomes crucial to ICA the definition and maximization of metrics that
measure non-gaussianity.
A simple measure of non-gaussianity for a random variableX is its fourth
order cumulant (kurtosis), defined as follows:
K(X) = E[X4]− 3 · E[X2]2 (2)
Kurtosis in equation (2) is related to non-gaussianity because it equals to
zero when the random variableX is gaussian distributed, while non-gaussian
distributions always present nonzero values. In particular, negative values
of K(X) indicate a sub-gaussian distribution of X, with a flat probability
density function, and positive values indicate a super-gaussian distribution,
with spiky probability density functions. The approach based on the maxi-
mization of kurtosis for the identification of independent components is not
computationally demanding as it only requires computing the fourth mo-
ment of a sample of data, but it is also non robust because it turns out to be
quite sensitive to outliers, that is, it can be influenced by few data samples
on the tail of the distribution.
Another measure of non-gaussianity is entropy. In this context, we are
considering the definition of entropy that comes from information theory and
is related to the amount of uncertainty associated with a random variable.
Entropy H, for a random variable X, is defined as follows:
H(X) = −
∫
f(x) · logf(x)dx (3)
where f(x) denotes the probability density function of the random variable
X. Entropy is related to non-gaussianity by a fundamental result of in-
formation theory [6]): gaussian random variables have the largest entropy
among all random variable of equal variance. Most of the approaches that
aim at maximizing non-gaussianity through entropy resort to the so-called
negentropy Neg, which is defined as follows:
Neg(X) = H(Xgauss)−H(X) (4)
where Xgauss is a gaussian variable with equal covariance matrix as X. Ne-
gentropy is always nonnegative and equal to zero ifX is gaussian distributed.
While being more robust with respect to the kurtosis approach, it is more
computationally demanding.
Together with ICA approaches based on measures of non-gaussianity,
other approaches based on mutual information have been defined. Mutual
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information is a measure of dependence between two random variables. It
is always non-negative and it is equal to zero if and only if the variables are
independent. Therefore, minimization of the mutual information would lead
to the identification of independent components, and in the end leads to the
same principles of looking for non-gaussianity as in the previous entropy
based approach [12].
Another popular approach for estimating ICA model is via a maximum
likelihood approach. This method requires some knowledge about the nature
of the independent component, because it needs to compute the density
functions of the sources. When only an estimate of them is available, it
can be shown that this approach is similar to the minimization of mutual
information [13].
2.2 The FastICA algorithm
In the previous section we outlined some methods used for the estimation of
the ICA model. Here, we will briefly present an algorithm called FastICA.
The interested reader can find a more complete characterization of it in
[12]). This algorithm is based on a non-gaussianity measure approach. In
particular, the algorithm finds the maximum of the non-gaussianity with
using a negentropy approximation function.
The FastICA algorithm, similarly to other ones for ICA model estima-
tion, requires some preprocessing on the data. Observed data mixtures x
must be centered, that is they must be zero-mean variables. Centering is
easily computed by subtracting from x its mean E[x]. Beside centering
them, the algorithm requires the mixtures to be whitened, that is they must
be transformed so to be uncorrelated and with unitary variance. As a con-
sequence, also the estimated independent sources returned by FastICA have
zero mean and unitary variance.
Once the data has been pre-processed, the core of the algorithm consists
in the sequential identification of the independent components. For each
component, FastICA executes an iterative maximization of the negentropy
approximation function. The iterative maximization finds the direction for
the weight vector w maximizing the non-gaussianity of the projection wT ·x
for the data x, as follows:
1. Choose an initial weight vector w
2. Let w+ = E[x · g(wT · x)]− E[g(wT · x)] · w
3. Let w = w+/ ‖ w+ ‖
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4. If not converged, go back to 2, else stop
where g(·) is the function approximating the negentropy and ‖ · ‖ is the L2
vectorial norm.
3 Analysis of simulated time courses through ICA
In this section we describe the application of ICA to the problem of ana-
lyzing the output provided by stochastic simulators of biological systems.
We first detail the steps necessary to perform the decomposition in inde-
pendent components through ICA, and then we discuss the implementation
and performance aspects of the proposed algorithm.
3.1 Applying ICA
When analyzing biological systems we often use simulations, which, starting
from the initial state of the system, provide the time evolution of biochemical
species. Within a stochastic modeling and simulation framework, in which
biological system are usually represented at a molecular level, every run of
Monte Carlo simulation utilizes a distinct sequence of pseudo-random num-
bers and produces a distinct trajectory across the space of possible states
of the system. In general, no two runs are exactly the same due to stochas-
tic fluctuations, as each trajectory is indeed one possible realization of the
stochastic process underlying the model. To get a reliable characterization
of system dynamics, a sufficient1 number of runs have to be executed and the
expected behavior of the system obtained from the statistical aggregation
of the simulated trajectories.
The output returned by a stochastic simulator therefore includes a set
of n trajectories. Trajectory xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n can be seen as a sequence of
ordered system states {xi,0, xi,1, . . . , xi,K}, where xi,k is the value of system
state variables at time t = kδ, k = 0, 1, . . . ,K, with δ > 0 being a fixed time
step. The sampling time points are the same for all the n trajectories and
each trajectories accounts for the same total number of steps, meaning that
the last state sample of each trajectory is collected at time Kδ.
This dataset of n trajectories, each one consisting of K samples, can
be provided as an input to the FastICA algorithm. In the following, we
denote with X the n×K matrix of the samples. The algorithm returns two
n-dimensional vectors w1 and w2, which represent the un-mixing weights
1The exact definition of how many runs are sufficient depends on the desired accuracy
and on the spread of the distribution of the samples of the specific quantity of interest.
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for the first and for the second component, and the estimated independent
components y1 and y2, such that y1 = w
T
1 ·X and y2 = w
T
2 ·X.
Because the dataset is centered and whitened the resulting ICA compo-
nents are dimensionless an with zero mean. For the purposes of the analysis
of stochastic trajectories we post-process the first component to rescale it to
the original value ranges. This is done by simply multiplying the component
for the estimated mixing matrix and then adding the mean subtracted by
the centering pre-processing step.
3.2 Implementation and performances
The FastICA algorithm is one of the leading algorithms for ICA and have
a number of desirable properties. It is computationally simple, easy to use
and the negentropy maximization loop exhibits a cubic rate of convergence.
Algorithms for ICA model estimation are freely available within different
frameworks, e.g. R, MATLAB, C++. The implementation used in this pa-
per is based on the FastICA [12] algorithm developed for the free statistical
computing framework R.
The complexity of the algorithm is determined in the following in terms
of the number of multiplications. The complexity of dataset pre-processing,
namely the centering and whitening of the sampled trajectories, is domi-
nated by the whitening step, which performs a singular value decomposition
of the n × K rectangular matrix X at a cost that is O(min{nK2, n2K}).
Then, for each of the two components, each iteration of the negentropy max-
imization loop requires O(nK) multiplications. Because of the cubic rate of
convergence, usually 3 to 4 cycles are sufficient to compute the estimate of
the unmixing vector wT . The post-processing performed on the first com-
ponent to rescale it in the original ranges of values is of a lower order, hence
the overall complexity of FastICA is O(min{nK2, n2K}). As the number of
samples K is usually greater than the number of trajectories, the term n2K
is the one that dominates the computational complexity.
4 An example of application
In this section we introduce one example of a biological system, the MAPK
signaling cascade, which has been subject to extensive analysis with various
tools including stochastic simulation based on Gillespie’s Stochastic Simula-
tion Algorithm [10]. The example presented is used as case study to discuss
the applicability and to show the results provided by the ICA technique for
the analysis of the simulated trajectories of the system.
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4.1 The MAPK signaling cascade
We describe here a simple instance of the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK), a signaling cascade whose intermediate results cause the sequen-
tial stimulation of several protein kinases [15]. The stages of this signaling
cascade contribute to the amplification and specificity of the transmitted sig-
nals that eventually activate various regulatory molecules in the cytoplasm
and in the nucleus. Initiation of cellular processes such as differentiation
and proliferation, as well as non-nuclear oncogenesis are all affected by the
MAPK signaling cascade.
The following is a simplified view of the intra-cellular MAPK cascade.
The signal transmission involves three protein kinases, called MAPKKK,
MAPKK and MAPK. MAPKKK is a MAPK kinase kinase, which, when
active, is able to perform two steps of addition of one phosphate group
(-PO3) to the MAPK kinase MAPKK. Doubly phosphorylated molecules
of MAPKK are in turn able to perform two steps of addition of a phos-
phate group to molecules of MAPK. The doubly phosphorylated molecules
of MAPK represent the final product of this signaling cascade (the effector
molecules).
Signals that initiate the cascade are not precisely known yet. It is
assumed that MAPKKK is activated and inactivated by two enzymes E1
and E2, respectively. Moreover, each phosphorylation step of MAPKK and
MAPK is reversible, in that specific phosphatases are in fact competing with
the phosphorylation process, removing phosphate groups from MAPKK and
MAPK.
The MAPK signaling cascade described above can be described by the
following 10 chemical reactions:
MAPKKK + E1 → MAPKKK
∗
+ E1
MAPKKK
∗
+ E2 → MAPKKK + E2
MAPKKK
∗
+ MAPKK → MAPKKK
∗
+ MAPKKP
MAPKKP + MAPKK
P
′
ase
→ MAPKK + MAPKK
P
′
ase
MAPKKK
∗
+ MAPKKP → MAPKKK
∗
+ MAPKKPP
MAPKKPP + MAPKK
P
′
ase
→ MAPKKP + MAPKK
P
′
ase
MAPK + MAPKKPP → MAPKP + MAPKKPP
MAPKP + MAPK
P
′
ase
→ MAPK + MAPK
P
′
ase
MAPKP + MAPKKPP → MAPKPP + MAPKKPP
MAPKPP + MAPK
P
′
ase
→ MAPKP + MAPK
P
′
ase
where MAPKKK∗ denotes the activated form of MAPKKK, XP and
XPP denote the phosphorylated and doubly phosphorylated forms of species
X and XP
′ase the phosphatase of species X.
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A stochastic model of the MAPK signaling cascade has been defined
with the BetaWorkbench [8], and simulated time-courses obtained through
the application of a Gillespie’s simulation engine [10]. The exact values of
the set of parameters required to instanciate the model (i.e. initial number
of molecules and kinetic rates) have been deduced from the biological paper
[15].
Figure 1 shows two time courses of the species MAPKPP from two
different simulated trajectories. The plots show the number of MAPKPP
(the effector species) molecules over time.
Figure 1: Two simulated trajectories of MAPKPP species in the MAPK
signaling cascade
Whereas a common trend can be identified in the two time courses, it is
evident that the stochastic fluctuations make difficult to identify some of the
salient features of the system, such as the time point at which it reaches a
stationary state, or the exact stationary value for the number of MAPKPP
molecules. In the following section we will apply the ICA technique to
extract from the n distinct trajectories this information together with a
statistic characterization of the noise.
4.2 Application of ICA
As we stated before we consider the simulated time evolution of the number
of MAPKPP molecules as the input for building the ICA model. In this
example we considered a number of n = 20 simulated time courses. We
took this amount of trajectories as a compromise between different criteria:
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variability of the trajectories, computational time required for the creation
of them with the simulator, computational time and stability of results of
ICA. Future investigations may be performed on the optimum number of
simulated trajectories for the use of ICA. From the n trajectories we used
ICA model estimation via FastICA algorithm looking for two components.
The algorithm converges and the components returned, shown in Figure 2,
display the main mode of behavior of the number of MAPKPP molecules,
and its stochastic fluctuations.
Figure 2: ICA results for the analysis of the MAPKPP simulated trajecto-
ries
The first component in Figure 2 can be easily interpreted. It shows the
extent of the transient evolution of the system, the time point at which the
system reaches a steady state (around time= 1) as well as the average value
of the number of MAPKPP molecules at equilibrium (around 150).
The second component in Figure 2 describes the noise caused by the
stochastic fluctuations. It exhibits higher variability during the transient
phase, in correspondence to when the values of the simulated trajectories
seem to show a higher variance (compare Figure 1).
Here, it is worthwhile mentioning that each of the n simulated input
trajectories in the dataset contained K = 8000 samples, and that the com-
putation of the two ICA components required about 3 seconds on a standard
MacBook laptop equipped with 1GB of RAM.
It is important to notice that usually aggregated simulation trajecto-
ries are described with their mean value and, as a measure of variation,
with some kind of confidential intervals. Further analysis on the stochastic
fluctuations are then neglected and the stochastic system reduced to its av-
erage behavior. In contrast, the information returned by the ICA technique
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through the second independent component allows, as we show in the next
section, to obtain a more precise understanding of the stochastic fluctuations
of biological systems, describing them in a statistical way.
4.3 A high-level statistical model of MAPK
In the previous section, ICA results on the evolution of the number of
MAPKPP molecules has shown the possibility of describe it with two com-
ponents, the first one representing the main mode of behavior and the second
one the stochastic fluctuations. Here we want to statistically characterize
this latter component. To do so, we apply a statistical stochastic processes
estimation technique.
From the global autocorrelation function and the partial autocorrelation
function of the stochastic fluctuation component we derive a possible de-
scription of the process as a first order autoregressive model [2], which using
a standard notation will be denoted as AR(1). This type of model describes
a process X at time t, Xt, as follows:
Xt = a+ φXt−1 + εt (5)
where εt is a white noise process with zero mean and variance σ
2, that is
εt ∼ N(0, σ
2). We fit such a kind of model on the data using the statistical
computing framework R. The estimated coefficients returned by the fitting
are reported in Table 1.
Parameter Estimate
a 0.0000
φ 0.9996
Table 1: AR(1) model parameter estimates
As expected, the estimate for a is zero, given that the second indepen-
dent component for which it has estimated is a zero mean process. More-
over, the parameter φ is very close to 1. It is useful recalling that AR(1)
processes are stationary only if the parameter |φ| < 1. This proximity to
1 for the estimated parameter φ may be interpreted as the proximity to
non-stationarity of the stochastic fluctuations. Goodness of fit is confirmed
by residual analysis. They are normally distributed as the model hypothesis
require.
Estimating an AR(1) model on the noise component of the system pro-
vides a tool for describing the stochastic fluctuations, which can be further
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exploited to define a very simple and abstract model of the system. Indeed,
realizations of the stochastic AR(1) model can be remixed, using the mixing
weights obtained through ICA, with the first independent component, to
simulate the number of MAPKPP molecules. Figure 3 shows two different
synthetic trajectories generated with the first resulting ICA component and
two different simulated realizations of the fitted AR(1) model. As it can
be observed, the synthetic trajectories in Figure 3 are very similar to the
original ones reported in Figure 1.
Figure 3: Two trajectories from the reconstructed MAPKPP model
Therefore, with respect to the classical statistical analysis of simulation
output, ICA has the advantage, at the expense of an additional computa-
tional cost, of allowing a more complete characterization of the system in
terms of both its main mode of behavior and its stochastic fluctuations. Such
characterization allows also defining simple and easy to simulate stochastic
models of the system.
5 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we investigated and we proposed the application of the In-
dependent Component Analysis technique as an automated procedure to
extract aggregate knowledge from a set of simulated trajectories obtained
from stochastic simulation of biological models. ICA has been originally
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proposed for signal analysis, but its generality allowed applications in var-
ious other domains. Here, we showed that ICA can be effectively applied
to the processing of noisy trajectories to obtain a characterization of both
the main mode of behavior of the system and of the noise process. This
processing can be easily automated thanks to the widespread availability of
libraries implementing ICA.
We also showed that the knowledge obtained through the ICA technique
can be used to build simple statistical abstractions that faithfully reproduce
system behavior. These abstractions could be used to define computation-
ally efficient models of systems that are easily amenable to inclusion in larger
models.
We plan to extend the conceptual research results presented in this pa-
per along a number of promising directions. First of all, we intend to extend
and tailor the application of ICA to system exhibiting a dynamical equilib-
rium, for instance biological oscillators such as Lotka-Volterra [22]. These
systems pose several challenges to the analysis of their trajectories, which
show stochastic fluctuations in both amplitudes and phases of the oscil-
lations. Second, we want to investigate on the relationships between the
decomposition returned by the ICA and the expected behavior of the sys-
tem as estimated through the statistical averaging of multi-run trajectories.
The smoothness of the first ICA component (the main mode of behavior) is
clearly influenced by the amount of variability along the trajectories and this
variability is reflected in the width of the confidence intervals obtained with
statistical averaging. Finally, our plan is to build upon the simple statistical
characterization of systems that can be defined from ICA results to tackle
the study of the dynamics of complex systems were multiple instances of the
same biochemical system are present, defining aproaches able to master the
simulation computational cost for the overall model.
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